External beam radiotherapy for prostate cancer is an optimal treatment choice for men with localised prostate cancer and is associated with long term disease control in most patients. Image-guided prostate radiotherapy is standard of care, however, current techniques can include invasive procedures with imaging of poor soft tissue resolution, thus limiting accuracy.
Introduction and background
In the European Union, prostate cancer is the most frequently diagnosed male cancer, with around 365,000 new cases estimated in 2015 [1] . Around 1.3 million men in Europe have received a diagnosis of prostate cancer in the last 5 years [1] , emphasising the vast potential impact of improvements in prostate cancer treatment. Abbreviations: ADT, androgen deprivation therapy; CBCT, cone beam CT; CTV, clinical target volume; GI, gastrointestinal; GU, genitourinary; IGRT, image-guided radiotherapy; mpMRI, multi-parametric MRI; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; OAR, organ at risk; PTV, planning target volume; RTOG, radiation therapy oncology group.
External beam radiotherapy is the commonest treatment for localised prostate cancer in the UK and has become safer and more effective over the last 20 years, with successive randomised studies showing augmentation of cure rates and decreases in toxicity rates over time [2] [3] [4] . For example, the RT01 trial [2] , comparing 64-74 Gy to the target noted a cumulative rate of RTOG Grade 2+ gastrointestinal (GI) toxicity of 24% at 5 years for those receiving 74 Gy. In contrast, patients in the CHHiP trial [3] receiving the same 74 Gy dose had a cumulative RTOG Grade 2+ GI toxicity rate of 13.7% at 5 years. This almost halving of the toxicity rate is likely due to technical innovations including the implementation of IMRT, standardised target definitions and development and adherence to strict dose constraints for the rectum which are known to predict for toxicity [5] . Additionally, the 5 year biochemical progression free survival was 71% in patients treated within the RT01 study with 74 Gy and 88.3% in patients treated with 74 Gy in the CHHiP trial.
The advent of prostate-targeted image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) is likely to further improve both oncological and toxicity outcomes. Because of the low levels of significant toxicity seen in recent studies, there is no conclusive Level one evidence of a reduction in side effects with IGRT. Despite this, IGRT is now considered standard of care for prostate radiotherapy, with gold fiducials or CBCT as the most common methods employed. Both have disadvantages -principally, with fiducials and planar kV imaging no volumetric information is obtained and with CBCT alone the poor soft tissue resolution limits the accuracy of the prostate match [6] . The combination of fiducials and CBCT overcomes most of these limitations but cannot account for deformations or differential motion of two targets (eg prostate and pelvic lymph nodes).
With the move towards more profound hypofractionation, accurate delivery of every fraction becomes critical. Therefore, improved methods of radiation delivery are increasingly important as we push the boundaries of extreme hypofractionation. This article will review the prospects of MR-guided radiotherapy improving radical treatment for men with prostate cancer.
The role of MR in prostate cancer
The prostate is seen more clearly on MRI, compared to other forms of imaging, and multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) can give additional information on intraprostatic disease, increasing specificity and sensitivity for diagnosis. The PROMIS trial tested mpMRI against trans-rectal ultrasound-guided biopsy as an initial diagnostic tool for the detection of clinically significant prostate cancer and showed that mpMRI was more sensitive. The EAU-ESTRO-SIOG guidelines on prostate cancer [7] recommend mpMRI for all patients as the primary modality for staging localised disease.
MR for radiotherapy planning has been shown to decrease target volume, although latterly some studies in MR-experienced centres have shown no difference [8] . MR also reduces inter-observer variability in target contouring [9] . The ESTRO ACROP consensus guidelines on CT-and MRI-based target volume delineation for primary radiotherapy of localised prostate cancer [10] aim to improve consistency and reliability of prostate contours in what remains the weak link in radiation therapy.
The ultimate aim is to move towards an MR-only workflow for prostate radiotherapy. The opportunities and challenges of this have been recently reviewed [11] and are outlined in Table 1 .
Potential advantages of MRgRT
The MR Linac systems are of value in three main ways, each of which will be discussed in turn below. The currently available systems can be used either to improve the accuracy of delivery (3.1 and 3.2) or to combine this with daily adaptive replanning (3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 below).
Augmented soft tissue contrast allowing more accurate delivery to the prostate
The prostate moves relative to bone and therefore IGRT, centred on the prostate, is mandatory to improve accuracy and reduce margins. The improvement in prostate ''capsule" visualisation is shown in Fig. 1 . MR improves prostate visibility at the apex and bladder interface, both of which are difficult to see on cone beam CT and impossible to see with planar kV fiducial matching. This increased accuracy may allow a reduction in CTV-PTV margins, hence decrease risk of toxicity, but the improvements to the margin size are likely to be small (of the order of 2-3 mm).
Intrafraction cine MRI to monitor prostate position during dose delivery
The prostate is known to move during a timeframe relevant to delivery of a single fraction of radiotherapy. Motion can be erratic and unpredictable, but as a population average, is seen as a slow drift in the postero-inferior direction [12] . For most patients, over a 3-4 min treatment time, motion larger than the PTV margins is unlikely. Based on Calypso data, margins of 3 mm would achieve a 93.1% geometric coverage, over a median treatment time of 7 min [13] . For margins less than 3 mm, coverage drops off sharply, to 35.6% for a 1 mm margin. Langen et al found that the prostate was displaced >3 mm 13.2% of the time during treatment [12] . A recent study has used cine MRI to measure prostate motion based on centre of mass of fiducials and notes that motion >2 mm is seen in 43% scans by 5 min [14] .
The use of cine MRI during beam delivery affords the option to intervene in the event of extreme anatomical changes. The ViewRay system has the capability of real-time soft tissue tracking and gating. The team from Amsterdam University medical centre (VUmc) have recently reported on the use of the MRIdian system for localised prostate cancer. They performed motion monitoring using a single sagittal plane at 4 frames-per-second and used a gating boundary of 3 mm on the prostate during the beam on time (which averaged 10 min). They found that 2D shifts (craniocaudal and/or antero-posterior direction) were needed in >20% of all delivered fractions (149/700 fractions) [15] .
Allowing daily adaptive replanning radiotherapy
It has been interesting to see the inter-and intra-patient variation in anatomy visible during MRgRT for prostate cancer. Some patients (see Fig. 2 ) have had a very stable prostate, bowel and rectal anatomy and in these patients it is likely that daily adaptive replanning does not gain much dosimetrically over delivering the reference plan with a shift. Visibility of the prostate, and certainly the dominant lesion, may also change over the course of treatment.
For other patients, there have been extreme anatomical changes (see Fig. 3 ) which have necessitated daily recontouring of the target, bowel and rectum to ensure the optimal OAR sparing and maximisation of target dose.
Current experience with MRgRT in prostate cancer
Global experience of MRgRT is in its infancy but this will change rapidly with forthcoming expansion in MR Linac system numbers. With prostate cancer accounting for around 30% of most departmental workloads, it will be key to establish feasibility and potential benefits of MR-guided prostate radiotherapy.
There are two MRgRT systems currently available, both of which have been discussed in this special edition [insert references to the [16] and [17] article in this edition of CtRO]. The Washington university team have published their experience over the first 2.5 years of operation of their ViewRay systems (latterly, the MRIdian, ViewRay Inc., Oakwood Village, OH) and note that 21% of the 316 patients treated had pelvic malignancies. Specific experience with prostate cancer was not mentioned, except to highlight the ability of MRgRT to dispense with fiducials [18] .
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the team from Amsterdam have recently reported on their use of the MRIdian system for localised prostate cancer. Of the patients treated with MR guided radiotherapy between May 2016 and June 2018, 130 patients were treated with the tri-60 Co system and ten with MR-Linac. Their clinical workflow included daily plan re-optimisation prior to treatment delivery with partial OAR recontouring within the first 2 cm outside the PTV. The average duration of an uneventful fraction of MRgRT was 45 min. Patient experiences with MRgRT were assessed using a patient reported outcome questionnaire after the last fraction (N = 89) and showed that MRgRT was generally well tolerated, with disturbing noise sensations being most commonly reported [15] .
A workflow for MRgRT with adaptive replanning on the Elekta Unity is presented in Fig. 4 . This is not the only workflow possible with this system, but is described as an example.
In brief, a session MR image is acquired which is then fused with the image on which the reference plan was acquired. The clinician recontours the prostate (if applying an 'adapt-to-shape' workflow) prior to a reoptimisation of the plan (on the MR scan of the day) which can be warm start (optimising segment shape only) or cold start (full re-optimisation).
Once an acceptable new plan has been created, a second MRI is taken to ensure no prostate motion during planning -if motion is seen a simple shift ('Adapt-To-Position apostrophe') can be effected prior to beam on. During planning a secondary independent dose check occurs for quality assurance. Cine-MRI monitoring of prostate and OAR position occurs during treatment. The manpower-intense and multidisciplinary nature of MRgRT is clear to see.
Across the Elekta MR Linac consortium several sites have commenced an MRgRT programme for prostate on the Unity (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden). For most sites this is being done in line with a synchronous clinical trial protocol called PRISM, Prostate Radiotherapy Integrated with Simultaneous MRI (UK trial NCT https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03658525), with the intention of data sharing and joint publication in due course. PRISM is delivering 60 Gy in 20 fractions over 4 weeks with MRgRT, using margins of 5 mm except 3 mm posteriorly. Daily adaptive replanning is permitted but not mandated. Patients receive frequent RTOG, CTCAE and QOL measurements whilst on radiotherapy and during follow up.
Implications of implementing MRgRT
There are challenges associated with fundamentally changing the workflow and the treatment we deliver. With constant MR imaging and the ability to change the plan daily, there is a risk of over-intervention. For example, if the small bowel sits close to the target on the daily image we may reduce coverage to the PTV in order to keep within our usual reference plan constraints. However, by the time the treatment is delivered the bladder will have filled and the bowel may have lifted, resulting in unnecessary under-dose to the target. We must remember that we have been safely delivering a single plan across a whole treatment course since the inception of fractionated radiotherapy and toxicity rates from prostate external beam radiotherapy are already low.
Replanning daily has significant implications for the workforce. Our current workflow requires two physicists, two radiographers and a clinician to be present for each fraction. Current research is focussed on streamlining this process and stratifying patients into those who do versus those who do not require daily adaptive replanning. We are also investigating the dosimetric impact (or otherwise) of radiographer-led contouring. Our early work in an offline environment indicates a high concordance between radiographer and clinician contours [19] .
Where could MRgRT take us in prostate cancer?
MRgRT is currently more resource intensive to deliver compared with standard radiotherapy. In an arena where there are multiple effective ways to irradiate a prostate (LDR brachytherapy, HDR brachytherapy, SBRT, Cyberknife Ò ), MRgRT will have to prove its worth. Hence research is needed to both prove the added value of this technology in prostate cancer and to streamline processes to reduce treatment times and workforce requirements. At the most practical level, the ability to dispense with CT, and have a MR-only workflow to produce a complete plan, from contouring to checking, in minutes, paves the way for a paradigm shift in our departmental structures. Patients could be scanned, contoured and planned, all while waiting on the bed. With session times of around 45 min at present, and scope to reduce this, a streamlined workflow could eliminate patient waits for planning and protracted radiotherapy planning pathways.
There are exciting opportunities which are only possible using MR-guidance. Many centres are exploring delivering a simultaneous boost to the dominant tumour lesion within the prostate, visualised on a staging MRI [20] [21] [22] . It would be very attractive to deliver this boost with direct visualisation of the tumour bulk, rather than relying on surrogates. One key hurdle to overcome is the effect of Androgen Deprivation Therapy (ADT) on dominant tumour lesions; ADT results in changes in diffusion and structure which lead to the tumour nodule becoming less distinct [23, 24] .
As ADT remains a key part of the treatment schedule for most men with prostate cancer, further research is needed to maximse tumour visibility even when on ADT.
Finally, the direction of travel for prostate irradiation is unmistakably towards hypofractionation. Several trials have shown that moderate hypofractionation (around 3 Gy per fraction) is equivalent to standard fractionation [3, 4, 25, 26] . The HYPO trial has been reported, but not published, to show an identical biochemical relapse-free survival for 78 Gy in 39 fractions and 42.7 Gy in 7 fractions. The PACE B trial (NCT 01584258) has completed accrual of 874 men, predominantly with intermediate risk prostate cancer, randomising to conventional or moderate hypofractionation vs 5 fraction SBRT to a dose of 36.25 Gy and has reported recently similar rates of acute GI and GU toxicity between the two groups, with efficacy data expected within the next couple of years.
The ultimate question asks whether we can reduce fraction number below five, even to a single treatment? This has been done by several groups with HDR brachytherapy, mostly treating to 19 or 20 Gy [27] [28] [29] although recent reports have shown disappointing biochemical control rates [30] . Early clinical testing is in process to establish whether similar doses can be given with external beam radiotherapy (see illustrative plan in Fig. 5 ). However, the more accurate IGRT, intra-beam monitoring and the ability to rapidly produce a plan corresponding to the anatomy of the moment, would make MRgRT the optimal way to test this.
Conclusions
MRgRT represents an exciting new horizon for prostate radiotherapy delivery. Clinical experience is gathering but treatments seem feasible and tolerable to patients. This innovative technology will allow us to test the limits of profound hypofractionation and biological targeting and we hope this will further improve outcomes for our patients. 
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